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It was one of Thoreau s great rules of life that any pond or lake or stream contains the reflections of the entire world 
within it that one can see and know and feel more at one s own doorstep than hurried travels will ever reveal in the far 
corners of the earth A place for sensing the wonder of the world could be any place for all have shared a common 
journey that has made the earth our home To listen from any spot is to hear the quiet echoes of a billion cycles a 
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lithuania is the only baltic country with more than eight hundred years of statehood tradition and its name was first 
mentioned one thousand years ago in 1009  Free in 1966 the year walt disney died 240 million people saw a disney 
movie 100 million tuned in to a disney television program 80 million bought disney merchandise  review 16 08 2017 
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following a long world period of warming there occurs the dryas iii or younger dryas period a fast cooling to 
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